Area Student Runs For Student Council

Swarthmore, PA—Local student Wayne Cabradilla ’02 began to put up signs last Wednesday for his Student Council campaign.

“I think by putting up humorous signs I can convince the student body that I’m qualified for a decidedly unhumorous job,” the candidate said.

Indeed, Cabradilla has taken a multi-pronged approach to convince the campus of his humor. The first set of signs involved puerile, gross-out humor. For instance, one sign featured various anagrams of his name that all featured a word that describes a part of the female anatomy. Their effectiveness was limited by their small font size and limited visibility.

“God, those took me so long to figure out,” said the candidate.

Other attempts at humor have branched into dropping references to the controversial campus group Mind the Light and juxtaposing cute graphics with the word “fuck.”

Some are worried that his campaign, by overly emphasizing humor, slights the small, but growing unfunny lobby on campus. The candidate disagrees, saying humor has a wide cross-sectional appeal.

“The students here are really jaded towards the issue-oriented ads,” Cabradilla said, citing the starfruit debacle of last semester. “I think the picture of that X-ray of a bottle shoved up someone’s rectum has a better chance of connecting with the student body than some ad about eliminating PDCs, which everyone knows will never happen.”

Added Cabradilla, “Starfruit…what a fucking joke.”